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VERSALIFT SHAKES ON RUTHMANN NEW EQUIPMENT DEALS AT 

VERTIKAL DAYS 
 
Versalift United Kingdom enjoyed a successful Vertikal Days show in May which 

included a number of Ruthmann new equipment sales from the stand.  The 
company which is a manufacturer and provider of van, truck, chassis and spider 

mounted platforms, has grown substantially since it took on the Ruthmann product 
line in 2022. 

 

AFI continues its investment in Time Manufacturing brands. 

AFI Rentals purchased a STEIGER® TBR260 from stock, shaking on the deal at the 
show.  In addition to the pre-requisites of reliability, performance and quality, 

availability is a key factor so buying from stock is a major consideration for AFI.   
The major rental company has an ongoing investment of £10m capex in Time 

Manufacturing’s vehicle and track mounted platforms. 

 

Wilson Access continues to build Ruthmann STEIGER® TBR260 fleet. 

Wilson Access Fleet purchased the STEIGER® TBR260 on a Daily35S, their third 

unit this year. 
 

The Ruthmann STEIGER® TBR260 has a 26m working height, a 17m outreach, and 
250kg SWL.  Built from high strength steel, it features basket rotation, 3500kg GVW 

and is driveable on a cat B driving licence.   
 

Other successes included the sale of two Ruthmann Ecoline RS200 units which 
were sold to PG Platforms Ltd and Warren Access.  The Ecoline RS200 has a 20m 



working height and a 10.7m outreach.  The compact unit has a quick, simple and 
easy set up process and is becoming a popular choice for rental companies and 

independent contractors. 
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David McNicholas – AFI Rentals CEO shaking on a deal for a Ruthmann STEIGER® 
TBR260 with Versalift Managing Director, Andy Bray. 

 
Chris Wrenn, Head of Sales handing over the Ruthmann Ecoline RS200 to Steve 

Cuttings of PG Platforms. 
 
John Salt, Regional Sales Manager hands over the Ruthmann Ecoline RS200 to 

Graeme Warren of Warren Access. 
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